Tennis Match Results
St. Norbert College vs Illinois College
4/9/16 at Jacksonville, Ill.

St. Norbert College 7, Illinois College 2

**Singles competition**
1. Miguel Vaca (IC) def. Ben Vande Zande (SNC) 6-3, 6-2
2. Alex Vandenberg (SNC) def. Michael Connolly (IC) 6-3, 6-1
3. Kyle Battle (SNC) def. Elijah Rhoad (IC) 6-1, 6-0
4. Zach Simonet (SNC) def. T.J. Lawal (IC) 6-0, 6-1
5. Joe Oleniczak (SNC) def. Ryan Golab-Vice (IC) 6-3, 6-0
6. Kahlo Vue (SNC) def. Austin Franceschelli (IC) 6-0, 6-1

**Doubles competition**
1. Miguel Vaca/Michael Connolly (IC) def. Ben Vande Zande/Alex Vandenberg (SNC) 8-4
2. Kyle Battle/Zach Simonet (SNC) def. Elijah Rhoad/Ryan Golab-Vice (IC) 8-1
3. Joe Oleniczak/Kahlo Vue (SNC) def. T.J. Lawal/Austin Franceschelli (IC) 8-0

Match Notes:
St. Norbert College 4-4, 1-1 MWC
Illinois College 1-10, 0-2 MWC